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Abstract :

The IGUANES cruise took place in May 2013 on the R/V L'Atalante along the Demerara passive transform margin off French Guiana and Surinam. Seismic, multibeam and chirp acquisitions were made. Piston cores were collected for pore geochemistry and sedimentology. A mooring was deployed on the sea-bottom for 10 months (temperature, salinity, turbidity and current measurements). This new dataset highlights the lateral variability of the 350 km-long Guiana–Surinam transform margin due to the presence of a releasing bend between two transform segments. The adjacent Demerara Plateau is affected by a 350 km-long giant slide complex. This complex initiated in Cretaceous times and was regularly reactivated until recent times. Since the Miocene, contourite processes seem to be active due to the onset of the North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) bottom current. A main NADW water vein flows towards SE, eroding slide headscars and allowing the deposition of contourite drifts. Numerous depressions looking like comet tails or comet scours record this flow. Some of those were interpreted before the cruise as active pockmarks. Pore geochemistry and core analysis do not show any evidence of present-day gas seepage.
Introduction:

Transform margins have been widely investigated in the eighties and late nineties (e.g. Mascle & Blarez 1987, Mascle et al 1998, Côte d'Ivoire-Ghana transform margin; Reid 1988, Grand Banks; Lorenzo et al. 1991, Southern Exmouth plateau; Lorenzo and Wessel 1997, Falklands/Malvinas transform margin; Vagnes 1997, Senja transform margin; Reid & Jackson 1997, Baffin Bay transform margins; Ben-Avraham et al. 1997, Agulhas transform margin). Those investigations were the most complete off Côte d'Ivoire and Ghana where geophysical data (seismic reflection and refraction, multibeam bathymetric data) were acquired, and ODP drilling and Nautile dives performed (Mascle et al. 1998). There, the transform margin architecture displays a well-developed marginal ridge along the continent-ocean transition zone. The interpretation of geophysical data, ODP results, and rocks collected by dives allowed to reconstruct the geodynamic evolution for this margin (Basile et al. 1998), including explanations for the marginal ridge formation (Sage et al. 2000; Basile & Allemand 2002). At the time, Côte d'Ivoire-Ghana was the best example to understand transforms margin initiation and evolution. Since, Dailly et al 2012 showed how the structure of the Côte d'Ivoire Ghana margin controls sediment deposition by creating sharp slopes and confining sediments between structural highs (marginal ridge and second order tectonic features). They described and analyzed very attractive stratigraphic traps in post-rift Cretaceous sediments (example of the Jubilee oil field).

However, Côte d'Ivoire-Ghana probably does not reflect the great variability of transform margins, in lengths (from 50 to 1350 km), physiographic and structural characteristics. Seen the variety of structures than can develop in a dominantly strike-slip regime during continental breakup (transtension, transpression, pure strike-slip), one could infer a great diversity of later margins. For example, marginal ridges do not develop along all transform margins although they are usually considered as a systematic attribute for transform margins (see the examples of Côte d'Ivoire Ghana, Voring, Southern Exmouth - Basile et al. 1993, Berndt et al. 2001, Lorenzo & Vera 1992). In some places, tilted blocks characterize the transform continent-ocean boundary (example of Western Ivory Coast transform margin, De Caprona 1992 or French Guiana, Basile et al. 2013). Also, recent studies showed that a third of transform margins bound marginal plateaus, i.e. deep submarine plateaus extending the continental shelf down to 3000m deep (Mercier et al. in revision). It is the case of the Demerara plateau along the Guiana-Surinam transform margin.

For all these reasons, there is a need in better characterizing structural and sedimentary systems (including fluid migration patterns) along different margins. The Demerara plateau is an interesting target for such an integrative analysis. Indeed, Greenroyd et al. 2007 & 2008a showed that this plateau is underlain by a 25 km-thick continental crust, probably thinned during the Jurassic Central Atlantic opening, and northward bounded by a narrow ocean-continent transition derived from the Cretaceous transform-dominated equatorial Atlantic opening. Basile et al. 2013 showed that no marginal ridge could be observed, at least in the eastern termination of the transform boundary and that its continental slope was, as along Côte d'Ivoire-Ghana, a steep and non-sedimented domain. The regional structural analysis of Gouyet 1988, comparison with oceanic fracture zones (Greenroyd et al. 2008b), and seismic lines shot to prepare ODP leg 207 off Northwest Demerara (Mosher et al. 2007) all suggest that this 350 km long transform margin may show an important lateral variability. Recent studies show also that sedimentation is dominated by mass-
wasting processes and that active fluid escape structures may be present on the Demerara plateau seafloor (Loncke et al. 2009; Pattier et al. 2013).

In order to better characterize this transform margin structure and sedimentary dynamics, the University of Perpignan (CEFREM - UMR5110) and Ifremer organized the multidisciplinary IGUANES cruise along the Demerara plateau off French Guiana and Surinam. It occurred on the R/V L’Atalante in May 2013. The purpose of the scientific cruise was the investigation of the lateral variability of the 350 km long Demerara passive transform margin and to study associated sediment processes and fluid escape structures. This paper presents the newly acquired dataset and discusses those new findings.

**Geological setting**

The Demerara transform margin bounds a deep-sea plateau (Demerara plateau) (Fig. 1) that developed in two stages. Its western edge formed in the Jurassic times during the divergent opening of the Central Atlantic (Klitgord & Schouten 1986; Gouyet 1988; Unternehr et al. 1988). Its northern and eastern edges were structured in the Late Cretaceous, during the opening of the Equatorial Atlantic in a transform mode (Fig. 1) (Gouyet, 1988; Unternehr et al. 1988; Greenroyd et al. 2008a & b). The northern edge of the Demerara plateau is a passive transform margin. Its eastern edge formed in a divergent mode at the same time and corresponds to a divergent passive margin segment. The Demerara plateau is an outstanding relief 160 km-wide and 350 km-long, ranging from 200 to 3800 m water depth. Seismic refraction data acquired across the plateau perpendicular to the transform margin (Greenroyd et al. 2007 & 2008a) suggest that it is made of thinned continental crust. Its northern border is characterized by a narrow necking zone (Greenroyd et al. 2008) typical for transform continent to ocean transitions (Sage et al. 2000; Harry et al. 2013).

The Demerara plateau is located between the Amazon deep-sea fan to the southeast and the Orinoco fan to the west (Fig. 1). Its elevated position probably prevents any significant accumulation from those two sediment sources. However, the Guiana coast is characterized by a muddy northwestward longshore drift. Mud banks are fed mainly by the Amazon River outwash plume (Pujos & Froidefond 1995). During the retroflection phenomenon of the North Brazil Current, pelagic suspension seasonally invades the continental shelf (Pujos & Froidefond 1995). In turn, the Maroni River is well-positioned to feed this plateau.

A regional seismic data analysis (Gouyet 1988) revealed a post-Albian sedimentary basin resting on the Demerara plateau. It has the shape of a thick prograding sedimentary wedge with a maximum thickness of 4 km under the shelf (Fig. 2). This wedge is progressively thinning seaward: the external parts of the plateau are considered to be sediment starved at present (Mosher et al. 2007; Pattier et al. 2013). Below an upper Albian unconformity, a thick wedge of sediments exists whose basal boundary is difficult to assess due to limited seismic penetration (Fig. 2). The upper Albian unconformity has been drilled (Gouyet 1988; Mosher et al. 2007). It corresponds to a sub-aerial erosive surface covered by shell debris. Upper Cretaceous sediments then record a major transgression, with deposition of Cenomanian-Turonian black shales. Sedimentation is detritic up to the Paleocene. Then, argillaceous chalks and ooze dominate until the Miocene. The Pliocene is marked by onset
of Amazon (and probably Maroni) terrigeneous derived sediments (clays) (Gouyet 1988; Mosher et al. 2007).

The analysis of a data acquired in the framework of extension of the French continental shelf in the framework of the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (GUYAPLAC survey, 2003) showed that the outer Demerara plateau was affected by numerous submarine landslides. These landslides cut back retrogressively from the transform-derived continental slope to more than 80 km landward (Loncke et al. 2009; Gaullier et al. 2010; Pattier et al. 2013). Numerous elongated seafloor depressions were also recognized on the top of the destabilized complex. They have been interpreted as pockmarks elongated by strong deep-sea currents (Loncke et al. 2009; Pattier et al. 2013). This domain, between 2500 and 4300m water depth, is the location of the southeastward flowing North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) water mass (Johns et al. 1993). Pattier et al. 2013 proposed that the steepness of the transform margin, associated with fluid overpressure at depth, could have been the main factors controlling recurrent slope instability.

Dataset and methods

A new dataset has been acquired in May 2013 along the Demerara passive transform margin off French Guiana and Surinam on board the R/V L’Atalante. The IGUANES campaign was conducted by the University of Perpignan (CEFREM, UMR 5110) and Ifremer. The new dataset comprises:

- EM122 multibeam echosounder data (bathymetry, backscatter imagery and water column) and chirp data.
- A 24 channel seismic reflection grid with a series of regional lines mainly acquired perpendicular to the transform margin (acquisition speed ~ 8 knots). (Fig. 3).
- A 72 channel high-resolution seismic reflection grid focusing on the main destabilized complex already defined before the cruise (Loncke et al. 2009; Pattier et al. 2013) (acquisition speed ~ 5 knots). A collection of 20 piston-cores, mostly placed within the seafloor depressions interpreted before the cruise as pockmarks (Loncke et al. 2009; Pattier et al. 2013). Those cores were dedicated to geochemistry, heatflow measurements and sedimentology.
- A mooring was emplaced at 3000 m depth off French Guiana on the Demerara plateau. It was equipped with an Anderaa RCM8 current meter, a RBR virtuoso turbidimeter, and a microcat SBE37 SMP pressure, temperature and conductivity sensor (CTD). This mooring was recovered in March 2014 providing a 10 month long hydrological record (temperature and derived salinity, turbidity, and current measurements). This dataset will be analyzed to estimate sediment transport capacity and related to bottom sediment features.

Seismic data were processed using the Ifremer QC-Sispeed software. First, a quality control of navigation and seismic data was performed. Then, SEGd data were converted to SEGy and binning, stack and migration were performed. The maximum vertical resolution of seismic data is 10 m for the 24 channel acquisition and 4 m for the high resolution 72 channel acquisition. The sub bottom profiler data (SBP, chirp mode, band width 1800-5300 Hz) were processed (quality control and concatenation) using the Ifremer Subop software. The profiles have an average vertical resolution of 20 to 30 cm and a horizontal resolution
of 20 m (500 m water depth) to 60 m (4000 m water depth). Multibeam data were processed using the Ifremer Caraibes software. Abnormal bathymetric soundings were removed. The raw data have been filtered and interpolated allowing construction of a 25 m resolution grid. Slope gradients were calculated on the basis of this grid. Imagery was processed by deleting abnormal bathymetric records and interpolating the data. A 10 m resolution grid was obtained. All these data were integrated in Q-GIS software for comparison and analysis. All maps have been projected in UTM zone 22 in WGS84 geodetic system.

Free-air gravity anomalies derived from global satellite altimetric data (Sandwell & Smith 2009 & Sandwell et al. 2014), were re-evaluated in order to give supplemental information about the track of the northern oceanic-continental boundary of the plateau and the structure of the plateau. Residual gravimetric anomalies were estimated by correcting the free-air gravity anomalies to the gravity anomalies associated to the sediment/sea-water interface. The gravimetric anomalies of this density interface have been computed over a shipboard bathymetric grid covering an area of 800 by 900 km (centred on the plateau) with a resolution of 150 by 150 m. This grid has been obtained by combining multibeam data acquired during GEBCO and GUYAPLAC cruises. The gravimetric contribution of the sediment/seawater interface have been computed by using the Parker Formulation of the gravimetric correction of density interfaces (Parker et al. 1973; Harmon et al. 2007), and considering a density contrast of 0.625 kg/m³ at the sediment/sea-water interface.

Finally, piston cores were collected during the cruise for the geochemical analysis of porewaters and sedimentology. Upon recovery, cores in their liner were divided into one meter sections that were numbered serially from the top. As soon as a 1-m core section was retrieved, pH and redox measurements were performed at 10 and 90 cm using Metrohm electrodes. Every other 10 cm along the core section, porefluid samples were taken. Briefly, porewaters were extracted using a Rhizon system. They were vacuumed and filtered through porous ceramic tubes attached to syringes. A detailed description of the method is available in Seeberg-Elverfeldt et al 2005. Immediately after pore-water extraction, porewater samples were conditioned for further laboratory analysis. At 20 and 60 cm, a volume of 5 ml was stored in a N₂ flushed flask for the determination of methane concentration by GC-FID. At 30 and 70 cm, a volume of 1 ml was stored in a vacuum flask, (in which 1 ml of ZnCl₂ was added) for the determination of total sulfides back in the lab, 1 ml was stored in as Eppendorf vial for direct measurement of total alkalinity (Methrom titrator), and the remaining porewater sample was acidified (0.02% HNO₃) and stored for later analysis of Cl⁻ and SO₄²⁻ ions (using ion chromatography). Finally at 40 and 80 cm, porewater samples were stored for carbonate and ICP-MS analysis. The cores were then opened and described in the sedimentology laboratory of Ifremer in Brest in December 2013 and February 2014.

Results

1. Structure of the Guiana-Transform transform margin

The Demerara plateau (Fig. 4) reaches water depths of 1200 to 2400 m. To the north, the boundary between the plateau and the continental slope follows more or less the 1400 m isobath. The downslope limit of the continental slope and its transition with the abyssal
plain lies at depths between 4400 and 4700 m, the deepest area being at the northeastern corner of the plateau. Eastward, the 1400 m isobath separates the sub-horizontal upper Plateau and an intermediate plateau (defined in Basile et al. 2013), gently dipping north-eastward down to 3500 m toward the abyssal plain lying at 4700 m (northward) and 4200 m depth (south-westward) (Fig. 4). Steep continental slopes are observed along the north-western corner (up to 26° on average) and in two areas of the north-eastern corner (up to 41° on average). In the central and eastern parts, the continental slope is more gentle (<10° on average).

On seismic lines, the most striking feature of the deep structure of the plateau is a late Albian angular unconformity (Fig. 5). This prominent erosional surface is the boundary between folded, tilted and faulted Lower Cretaceous to Jurassic sediments and sub-horizontal or seaward tilted overlying sediments (Fig. 5). The erosional surface is interpreted as wave-cut, initially sub-horizontal. Actually, it has a convex shape, dipping northward, down to a slope break beneath the continental slope at a remarkably constant depth of 4.2 seconds two way travel time (Fig. 5). The overlying sedimentary layers parallel the unconformity, and have the same dip. They localise gravity-driven slides (cf. next section). The best expressed sliding scarp follows the 1400 m isobaths in the northern part, and is slightly deeper (1600-1800 m) further to the east (Fig. 4). In the abyssal plain, we interpret the northernmost part of the seismic lines as an oceanic crust covered by a thick sedimentary section, fed from the west by the Orinoco deep-sea fan, from the east by the Amazon deep-sea fan, and from the south by gravity-driven collapses from the edge of the Demerara plateau (Fig. 5). We defined the ocean-continent boundary from the comparison of gravimetric and seismic data. The boundary between the oceanic and the continental domains is delineated by the transition between positive residual gravimetric anomalies (thin oceanic crust, Fig. 6) and negative residual gravimetric anomalies (thicker continental crust, Fig. 6). On seismic profiles, the southern edge of the oceanic crust lies below the abyssal plain, and corresponds either to the bottom of the continental basement slope (lines 109 and 121 Fig. 5), or to the seaward boundary of faulted blocks (lines 114 and 119 Fig. 5). This oceanic crust bounds a 10 to 50 km-wide continent-ocean transition zone below the continental slope.

Three domains can be defined along the northern edge of the plateau by different characteristics (Fig. 6):

Domain A: In the north-western corner of the Demerara plateau, the ocean-continent transition zone is narrow (10 to 15 km wide) and fits with the linear, steep and eroded continental slope. The transition is unfortunately not visible as it should on seismic line 109 (Fig. 5). Indeed, this line passes near an irregularity of the continental slope visible in Figure 4. This irregularity is responsible for an important lateral echo looking as a crustal block with slightly bedded series. The ocean boundary is clear on gravimetry data, underlined by a positive anomaly. It is linear, NE-SW oriented. On seismic profiles, it corresponds to the trench located at the bottom of the continental slope, beneath the sediments of the abyssal plain (line 109, Fig. 5). The oceanic boundary is lined up with an oceanic fracture zone (Fig. 6), suggesting that it is a former dextral transform fault. In this area, there is no typical marginal ridge, but rather a slight seaward flexure of the Late Albian erosional surface approaching the oceanic domain (Fig. 5).

Domain B: In the central part, the ocean to continent transition zone widens from 15 to 50
km and its deep structure changes. On gravimetry, this domain is well-correlated with a sigmoid-shape zone characterized by low negative residual gravimetric anomalies (Fig. 6). The central part of this sigmoid-shape zone trends 40° relatively to the oceanic fracture zones (Fig. 6).

On seismic lines 114 and 119, the transition zone is associated with 5 to 25 km wide tilted blocks. The top of the blocks have strata tilted southward (toward the plateau), and truncated by a planar erosional surface (lines 114 and 119, Fig. 5). As there are no stratigraphic constrains in this area, the age of this unconformity is unknown. It may corresponds to the late Albian unconformity observed and dated on the continental plateau. Above those tilted blocks, recent strata are clearly destabilized (see failure scars and mega-slides located in the slope domain, Fig. 5). The continental slope is less steep than in domain A.

The configuration of the gravimetric anomaly and the observed deformations associated with this zone are consistent with transtensive faulting in a releasing stepover. However, the block faulting may have occurred after active transform deformation. Because of the limited depth penetration of the seismic acquisition systems used on the IGUANES cruise, this question cannot be solved with the available data.

**Domain C:** In the north-eastern corner of the Plateau, the ocean-continent transition zone is more difficult to map using gravimetry solely (Fig. 6). On line 121 (Fig. 5), this transition is very narrow (15 km), made of one prominent acoustic basement ridge. This ridge is quite similar in shape to the ridges observed in oceanic transform faults or along some transform margins (e.g. Côte d’Ivoire Ghana transform margin, Basile et al. 1998, southern Voring margin, Berndt et al. 2001). The nature of this ridge is unknown. It is a transparent acoustic body with no visible internal strata. The acoustic basement ridge observed on seismic data correlates with the distal tip of a NW-SE positive residual gravity anomaly (Fig. 6). A series of left-lateral en echelon acoustic basement ridges (mapped from this study and Basile et al. 2013) correlated with positive residual gravity anomalies occur in domain C ocean to continent transition (Fig. 6). The zone containing the ridges parallels the fracture zones, but the ridges are aligned 20° clockwise from this trend (Fig. 7). They may be interpreted as Riedel shears rather than en echelon folds that would have a right-lateral en echelon orientation given the overall dextral strike-slip displacement between Africa and South America. Going East, NNW-SSE acoustic basement Ridges have been mapped in Basile et al. 2013. This rotation may be related to the proximity of the plate divergent margin. The continental slope is very steep and eroded in the westernmost domain C (line 121, Fig. 5) and is gentler going east. Recent sediments are affected by instabilities that initiate far inland (Line 121, Fig. 5). When present, basement acoustic ridges seem to act as distal dams preventing remobilized sediments to overlay the continental slope and fall into the abyssal plain (line 121, Fig. 5).

2. **Prevalence of slope instability**

Another important result of the IGUANES cruise is the discovery of a giant slide complex along the entire margin of the Demerara plateau. The eastern third of this complex was already defined before the cruise (Loncke et al. 2009; Pattier et al. 2013). This complex is expressed by a 350 km long slope failure headscarp, visible in bathymetry (Fig. 4). Slope failure occurs in water depths between 1400 m (to the NW) and 1800 m (to the SE). In domains A and B, the main headscarp parallels the transform continent-ocean transition
zone (Figs 4-6). In domain C, approaching the eastern Demerara divergent border, the upper limit of the slide complex diverges from the trend of the transform ocean continent transition by 40°. The slide complex reaches the abyssal plain but its total length could not be observed in domains A and B. In domain C, better imaged with the IGUANES dataset, the complex is at least 115 km in length.

This slide complex displaces post-transform strata, from Cretaceous to recent ages. It comprises several stacked slump masses and associated mass-transport deposits whose approximate age and retrogressive evolution has been described by Pattier et al. 2013 for the eastern part. In domains A and B, most of the complex is characterized by coherent slide blocks. The upper part of the complex is characterized by imbricated normal faults (Fig. 7). The destabilized body passes laterally to a chaotic to transparent acoustic mass whose distal tip is intercalated within abyssal plain sediments (Fig. 5). In domain C, only the main headscarp is visible. Destabilized strata are deformed and remobilized, near the headscarp and downward, clearly mass-transport deposits. Those bodies are acoustically transparent or chaotic and their thickness generally increases distally. It is sometimes difficult to map the continuity of those bodies down to the abyssal plain because of the presence of basement acoustic ridges that form local dams for mass-wasting deposits and of the very steep continental slope which is not sedimented (Fig. 5).

3. Numerous elongated seafloor depressions

Hundreds of elongated depressions have been observed on the seafloor, with a higher bathymetric resolution due to the IGUANES 25 m-grid survey, as opposed to the older GUYAPLAC 150 m Grid (see Fig. 8). The depressions appear only on top the destabilized domain of the Demerara plateau. On the basis of the new data-set, most depressions look like giant flute casts elongated south-eastwards. The depressions occur in seven principal clusters (Fig. 9). Some of these clusters appear as giant flute casts alignments (e.g Tangara, Matoutou, Jamais-Goûté, Acoupa fields in Fig. 9), others as randomly distributed depression clusters (e.g Pacou, La Belle Cabresse, Maman di lo fields in Fig. 9). When aligned, the depressions trend NE-SW in the north and E-W in the south. The alignments follow dip of the main slope.

There is also a great variety in the shape of the depressions. Type A depressions, the most numerous look as scour marks or comet tails, i.e obstacle-induced long erosional strips occurring on current-affected sea bottoms (Flemming, 1980, Werner et al. 1980, Kuijpers et al. 1993, Rebesco et al. 2014), (Fig. 10). Type A depressions, first defined by Pattier et al. 2013 are the largest. They have an average width of 540 m, ranging from 100 m to 2 km. Their lengths are 1,4 km on average, ranging from 100 m to 10 km. Their depths vary from 5 to 90 m. In most cases, the depressions have sharp boundaries. Sometimes, the head of the comet appears in bathymetry as a rough hummocky domain, possibly indicating exhumation of underlying structure by the deep currents (Fig. 10A). Bathymetric and seismic highs are observed at the northwestern edge of numerous comet tails (Fig. 10A and B). These features then look like scour marks around obstacles. Type B depressions are sub-circular (first defined by Pattier et al., 2013) (Fig. 10C). Type B depressions are the smallest, averaging 340 m in diameter. They are located in rather flat bathymetric domains devoid of any outcropping highs on seismic data. They look like pockmarks on
chirp profiles (see Pattier et al. 2013). Finally, some depressions appear as deep gullies associated with areas of steeper seabed gradient. They look like pockmark trains described by Pilcher and Argent (2007) as deriving from interaction between slope failure and fluid escape structures.

High-resolution seismic profiles show that type A depressions occur above shallow acoustically transparent sediments that could be stacked mass-transport deposits, gravity slide blocks (Figs 11B-D). In seismic lines, normal faults are present below the depression clusters. Pattier et al. 2013 proposed that deep thermogenic, biogenic (microbial) or diagenetic fluids may have been expelled through time along these faults and were responsible for the depressions (in this case, pockmarks), subsequently elongated by deep bottom currents. On some seismic profiles, acoustically chaotic mounds are observed under the depression fields (Figs 11A-C). They could correspond to mass-transported blocks, carbonate authigenic mounds or coral mounds. In the hypothesis of coral mounds, they would develop in association with strong bottom currents as observed along Porcupine slope for example (Van Rooij et al. 2003). In the hypothesis of authigenic mounds, they could be fed by mass-transport deposit dewatering or deeper biogenic or thermogenic sources. However, the cores taken on such a feature (KS11 and 09, Fig. 11A) show no evidence of fluid-derived authigenic rocks or interstitial fluid anomalies. These short cores (6.0 and 3.23 m respectively), likely sampled recent sediments (grey foraminifera rich siltstones) covering the mound, not the mound itself.

Piston-cores have been collected within the depressions (Fig. 12). The recovery length varies between 50 cm to 10 m according to the lithology. Most of the cores contain grey to greenish silty muds. Sparse bioclasts are present in the argillaceous matrix represented by foraminifera, pteropods, other gastropods, ostracods, sponges, sea-urchins and bivalves. Remobilized debris flows made of calcareous mudstones have been recovered in some cores, for example from those in the La belle Cabresse and Tangara fields (KS01 Fig. 12D and KS13, Fig. 12C). Those cores were extremely dry, suggesting that fluids have been expelled by dewatering or that those series have been strongly eroded. Measured concentrations of total alkalinity and methane in pore fluids have been performed on almost all cores. Their total alkalinity ranges from seawater values (i.e. ~ 2.2 mM) to about 14 mM at the base of the downslope reference core IG-KSF-02. Amongst all studied cores, IG-KSF-02 abyssal plain reference core displays the highest alkalinity gradient (~1.6 mM/m). In comparison, the cores recovered at the Matoutou depression cluster exhibit lower gradients (average ~ 0.4 ± 0.2 mM/m), similar to that from the upper slope reference core (IG-KSF-19; 0.5 mM/m). Interestingly, all the cores from the other depression clusters (i.e. Pacou, Aoupa, La Belle Cabresse, Tangara) were characterized by near-zero alkalinity gradients. With the exception of the two discrete samples from the abyssal plain reference core IG-KSF-02 (3.1 and 4.1 µM/l), methane concentrations were similar to the background pore water values for typical sub-surface sediments at ocean margins (i.e. 1.2 ± 0.3 µM/l). Therefore, the sampled depressions, if they are pockmarks, are no longer active at present or are water-driven.

4. Contourites

The southeast elongation of all observed depressions, either “comet tails” or “comet scours” around obstacles suggest that a deep bottom current is involved in sedimentation
on the margins of the Demerara plateau. Numerous sedimentary ridges occur on the Demerara plateau near the depression fields (Fig. 10). They are mostly oriented NW-SE and look like sediment waves (Fig. 12, detail B). Sea bottom current and temperature-salinity records (May 2013-March 2014) confirm the prevalence of southeast oriented near-bottom current having maximum velocities of 30 cm/s, a velocity characteristic of the North Atlantic Deep Water current (NADW). The location of mooring is shown in Figure 3.

There is evidence of contourites on the Demerara plateau. The profile presented in Fig. 13 focuses on the main destabilized complex failure headscarp. This line shows that the main failure headscarp is in fact buried, which most likely indicates that it is no more active, at least at a regional scale. Pattier et al. 2013 proposed that the last major instability episode associated with this headscarp occurred at mid Miocene (R1 yellow reflector). Above the mid Miocene headscarp, several reflectors are truncated (t1 to t5 on Fig. 13A). Those truncations have been interpreted before the cruise, on lower resolution data, as slide headscarps (Pattier et al. 2013). Truncation 5 looks like an incision and could be a contourite moat (Rebesco et al. 2014). Most of the successive truncations migrate upslope through time. Despite these truncations, the main Pliocene reflectors could be followed or correlated on each side of them. It appears that each main truncation is associated with a downslope mounded elongate drift, e.g., a contourite body thinning distally (see Rebesco et al. 2014 for complete review about contourite processes). Drift 1 and 2 emplace above mass-transport deposits, thin distally and are interrupted by sub-vertical depressions interpreted as fossil pockmarks. There is then a change in drift morphologies from drift 3 to drift 5: they thin distally and upslope migrating sediment waves develop above the sub-vertical pockmarks (Fig. 13B). The underlying pockmarks seem to have localized the first sediment waves then migrating upslope (Fig. 13B).

Interpretation and discussion

Based on new observations, we interpret the northernwestern and northeastern edges of the Demerara Plateau (domains A and C) as pure transform margins characterized by a sharp continent-ocean transition, while domain B corresponds to a transtensional bend between those two transform segments.

In domain A, the ocean boundary parallels the main oceanic fracture zones observed in bathymetry and gravimetry (Fig. 6).

In domain B, the ocean to continent transition is wider, correlating with a sigmoid-shape highly negative residual gravity anomaly (Fig. 6). There, a series of quite narrow blocks (5 to 25 km wide) with continentward dipping strata (Fig. 5) may be interpreted as tilted blocks emplaced in a transtensional bend. This domain, and in particular the ocean boundary, are oblique with respect to the oceanic fracture zones (Fig. 6).

In domain C, the ocean to continent transition is narrow, at least in its westernmost part (Fig. 5). It is made of a series of en echelon acoustic basement ridges whose nature is unknown (deformed cratonic rocks? Deformed Jurassic to Cretaceous sediments? Volcanic syn-rift rocks?). Seen their orientation, those may be interpreted as Riedel shears (Fig. 6). The ocean boundary parallels the oceanic fracture zones (Fig. 6). The easternmost basement acoustic ridges progressively rotate clockwise towards the divergent margin that
bounds the easternmost Demerara plateau. In parallel, the late Albian unconformity is progressively deepening from southwest to northeast, probably in association with eastwards crustal thinning (Greenroyd et al. 2008; Basile et al. 2013). We interpret domain C as a transform continental margin and its connection with the southeastward plate divergent margin.

This organization has consequences on post-transform sedimentation patterns: in domain B, the continental slope is wider than in other domains and post-transform sediments are thicker above tilted fault blocks. Mega-slides can be followed along the slope (Fig. 5). In the transform segments, the continental slope has not accumulated sediments but rather has been subjected to submarine erosion. Pre-transform rocks crop out and acoustic basement ridges act as dams for continental sedimentation towards the abyssal plain.

One of the goals of this study was to better document the variability in transform margin structure by surveying a 350 km long transform margin that was likely showing contrasted ocean to continent transitions (Gouyet 1988; Mosher et al. 2007; Basile et al. 2013). Our regional approach allow demonstrating that this margin is made of three structural domains that explain its lateral variability: from west to east, a transform margin, a releasing step over, and a second transform domain progressively turning to a divergent system.

Acoustic basement ridges only exist in domain C. They occur as off Côte d’Ivoire-Ghana near transform to divergent transitions along thinned continental crust domains (Sage et al. 2000; Greenroyd et al. 2007 & 2008a). The observed acoustic basement ridges have a maximum length of 50 km and they organize in an en echelon pattern. Their organization may suggest a relation with wrench tectonics in a strike slip regime. However their nature is unknown. Sampling would be needed (via dives, dredging, or drilling) to really compare both features. We are not sure at this stage that they result from the same process than in Côte d’Ivoire-Ghana.

A second observation is that remnants of a releasing bend can be preserved along the ocean to continental transition. It is the case of domain B where the ocean to continental transition is characterized by a series of narrow continental tilted blocks. This may be compared to the western Ivory coast transform margin (DeCaprona 1992).

Finally, as stated by Mercier de Lépinay (Mercier de Lépinay in revision), one third of transform margins bound a marginal plate i.e a deep submarine plateau prolonging the continental shelf up to 3000m deep. It is the case of the French-Guiana-Surinam and Guinean conjugated plateaus. There is no such marginal plateau off Côte d’Ivoire Ghana and turbiditic systems forming interesting reservoirs have been described along the continental slope on the sides of the marginal ridge (Dailly et al. 2012). Off Demerara plateau, no turbiditic pathways could be observed on the slope, probably due intense slope instability and mainly because continental sources are too far (300 km between the coastline and the continental slope). Therefore, turbiditic pathways, if they exist, may have to be searched near the shelf break and depositional lobes may be large and unconfined, the exact opposite of the Côte d’Ivoire Ghana’s case (Dailly et al. 2012).

Our observations show also that post-transform strata are displaced by a major slide complex that initiated in Cretaceous time (Pattier et al. 2013) and developed retrogressively on the Demerara plateau from the steep transform-derived continental slope. The main failure headscarp of the recent complex parallels the main slope direction.
derived from complex interplays in between transform and divergent segments. One of the last major gravitational events occurred in the mid-Miocene, in a key period when glacial/interglacial climatic systems were initiated (Seranne, 1999; Ingram et al. 2011). At this time, deep and intermediate currents reorganized and intensified (Muller et al. 1991; Flower & Kennet 1994; Larsen et al. 1994; Moran et al. 2006). This study shows that Pliocene sedimentation is dominated by contourite processes. The North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) seems to have followed the main Miocene failure headscarp that possibly formed a bathymetric guide for deep currents (Fig. 13). Subsequently, repetitive truncations or moats and associated mounded elongate drifts recorded the contourite processes associated with the North Atlantic Deep Water. Small-scale mass-transport deposits intercalate within those drifts and the shape of the main slope failure headscarp seems to be maintained in bathymetry and regularly reactivated until now thanks to the contourite processes. Post-Miocene pockmarks, now starved, are observed in the contourite depositional system, in particular within the elongated drifts (Fig. 13B). They may relate to dewatering of underlying mass-transport deposits and drifts or to microbial gas stored in contourites. In any case, they seem to help in localizing later sediment waves in the distal domains of contourite drifts. Finally, numerous elongated depressions characterize the seafloor. They are nowadays still altered by the along-slope North Atlantic deep water flow that exhibits near bottom velocities up to 30 cm/s. Most of depressions occur at the top of mass transport deposits. Their origin is still a matter of debate. Some of them most probably correspond to comet scours developed down-current of compacted blocks transported by slope instability. Others may relate to pockmarks elongated by currents (Pattier et al. 2013).

Conclusions

This paper presents some preliminary results of the IGUANES cruise, which is probably the first regional and high resolution multidisciplinary academic campaign dedicated to transform margin. It shows that the 350 km-long Surinam/Guiana transform margin bounding the Demerara plateau displays a lateral variation that reflects a transtensional bend between two transform segments. Acoustic basement ridges are observed along one of the two transform segments at the continental crust edge. There, the continental slope is steep, dominated by erosional processes. Pre-transform rocks crop out along the continental slope. The transtensional relay is sigmoidal in shape and characterized by small tilted blocks. There, the continental slope is smoother, sedimented mostly by post-transform mass-wasting deposits. We believe that this variability directly derives from the intracontinental transform stage (Mascle & Basile 1998) during which pure strike-slip, transtensional and transpressional bends can occur, especially along a 350 km long transform.

The pure strike slip segments display some similarities with the Côte d’Ivoire Ghana margin, showing a narrow ocean to continent transition, and in some places en echelon acoustic basement ridges that resemble to the Côte d’Ivoire Ghana marginal ridge at a smaller scale. The nature of the Demerara ridges being unknown and sampling would be needed to state on the processes at the origin with these features (Thermal? Tectonic? Flexural?).
Another result is the prevalence of slope instability near the transform continent-ocean transition despite low sedimentation rates. No turbiditic pathways have been recognized along the slope, probably because of important distance from the continental sources. The slope instability is recurrent since Cretaceous times (Pattier et al. 2013). It is probably controlled by the specific architecture of the transform border (post-transform sediments “hanging” on the continental slope that has a free interface on the oceanic side) and the steepness of the continental slope (see Pattier et al. 2013 for more discussion). Another important factor, at least since the icehouse period began, seems to be the onset of strong bottom currents such as the one associated with the North Atlantic deep water. Those currents participate to the regular reactivation of the main failure headscarp and allow the development of a contourite depositional system on the Demerara plateau. Finally, active fluid releases were suspected before the cruise, based on geophysical data interpretation. Our first geochemical and sedimentological results from cores focused on interstitial fluids and sediments do not show any evidence of present perturbations related to biogenic or thermogenic fluid ascents. However, pockmarks are visible in depth on high resolution seismic profiles. Those pockmarks may relate to mass transport deposit dewatering or to microbial gases. Deeper thermogenic contaminations are possible since a lot of compactional faults affect the post-transform sediments. Those aspects have to be further investigated.
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Figure captions

Figure 1: General map of the study area with main rivers (map from GeoMapApp application, http://www.geomapapp.org). Bathymetric grid is from Ryan et al. 2009. Black arrows indicate transform margins.

Figure 2: Interpretative geological cross-section off the Guiana margin, redrawn from Gouyet (1988).

Figure 3: Position plan of IGUANES acquisitions.

Figure 4: Bathymetry of the Demerara plateau domain. High resolution bathymetric data derives from the IGUANES (dense colors) and GUYAPLAC (light colors) cruises, isobaths from the Etopo 1 grid (Amante and Eakins, 2009). The seismic lines discussed in Figures 5, 7, 11 and 13 are located. The upper and distal boundaries of the slide complex discussed in section 2 are indicated.
Figure 5: Interpretation of four 24 traces seismic lines crossing the transform-derived Northern Demerara continental slope. See Figure 4 for location of seismic lines. The block located at the bottom of the continental slope on line 109 is a lateral reflection on a small apron more or less parallel with the seismic line.

Figure 6: Residual free-air gravimetric anomalies, corrected of the topographic effect, and main structures recognized on IGUANES and GUYAPLAC seismic data. Bathymetric contours are shown to illustrate the current seafloor topography. Fracture zones (solid blue) come from magnetic anomalies (Greenroyd et al. 2008b). The oceanic crust boundary is localized according to gravimetric data (residual anomalies ± 5 mgal at the transition) and seismic data. The domains A/B/C defined by seismic analysis are localized. Note the negative gravimetric anomalies observed within the domain B characterized by tilted blocks. The deformation within this zone of the plateau appears associated to the bend between two dextral northeast and northwest transform segments (thick red solid lines).

Figure 7: Detail on line 114 located in Figures 4 and 5. This detail focuses on the upper normal faults that define the slide complex in zone B.

Figure 8: Comparison of the resolution between EM12 GUYAPLAC and EM122 IGUANES multibeam bathymetric data.

Figure 9: Bathymetric grid of the high-resolution seismic acquisition domain off French Guiana (EM122). The depression fields discussed in the text are labelled.

Figure 10: Details on Tangara, Matoutou and La belle Cabresse depression fields. Location of cores is indicated.

Figure 11: High-resolution 72 TR seismic line showing that comet tail alignments occur on top of isolated transparent to chaotic seismic units. MTD: Mass Transported Deposit.

Figure 12: Pore water geochemistry results: Total alkalinity and methane concentrations.

Figure 13: High-Resolution 72 traces seismic line (location in Fig. 4) showing contourite moats above the Miocene buried headscarp and associated elongated drifts. Detail A focuses on several truncations forming successive contourite moats. Detail B focuses on the body of associated elongated drifts. Notice that fossil pockmarks are observed within the body of the drifts and that further sediment waves develop on top of them.
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